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Chapter 3021: This Punch isn’t Simple! 

At West Sun City’s main camp, more than 800 bloodline warriors were seated neatly at the plaza. 

Valiant and spirited. 

But the Heaven One army powerhouses all stayed far away. 

These guys were too scary, even though everyone knew that they were all their saviors. 

“Ye Yuan, you tortoise grandson! Today, I, Emperor Azuresky, will definitely trample you underfoot, 

counterattacking perfectly!” Above the void, Yang Qing swung his long spear, pointing at Ye Yuan from 

afar, incomparably domineering. 

Ye Yuan could not help laughing and said, “Let’s have a match then. Do you need to set up such a grand 

line-up?” 

Yang Qing snorted coldly and said, “That’s different! I’m going to defeat you in front of everyone! I’ve 

already waited a hundred years for this day. How can it be done carelessly? Let them see that I, Emperor 

Azuresky, am humanity’s strongest person in this era!” 

Ye Yuan shrugged and said helplessly, “Directly use your strongest move then. Otherwise, you don’t 

have the chance.” 

Yang Qing said disdainfully, “I know that you’re very strong now, but it’s useless! The current me is no 

longer who I was back then! Today, you don’t stand a chance!” 

Yang Qing naturally saw Ye Yuan blocking the blow for Qin Shan too. 

However, he touched his own heart and felt that in his peak condition, it would not be hard for him to 

do it too. 

After consuming Ye Yuan’s heavenly pill, his injuries recovered very quickly, and his severed arm also 

regenerated. 

Hence, he arranged to fight with Ye Yuan without delay. 

Furthermore, he called all of West Sun City’s soldiers out. It was for the sake of witnessing his victory. 

Actually, there was no need for him to summon everyone. This battle was indeed very high-profile. 

Even Feng Xiaotian was also very curious how strong Ye Yuan’s current strength was. 

It was because he kept feeling that he could not quite see through Ye Yuan. 

He, an exalted Hegemon, actually could not see through an Emperor Vast Heaven. How could this not 

surprise him? 

As for some of the Emperor Realm powerhouses, they had virtually all arrived. 

Without a doubt, these two people were the most outstanding existences among Emperor Realm 

powerhouses in the current generation. 



Their battle also determined who the title strongest belonged to. 

It was impossible for this battle not to draw attention even if they did not want to. 

“Who do you guys think is stronger, Emperor Azuresky or Ye Yuan? 

“Does this still need to be said? Of course, it’s Emperor Azuresky! These few years, how many Emperor 

Vast Heavens have died at his hands? It can’t even be calculated, right? Ye Yuan’s methods are very 

strange, but his strength is most likely inferior to Yang Qing.” 

“Mn, that’s true! Back then, Ye Yuan could jump realms to defeat Yang Qing. But now, he definitely can’t 

do it! The current Emperor Azuresky is reputed to be the next Hegemon Bufan, his combat strength 

sweeping across Emperor Vast Heaven! Ye Yuan is just lower Emperor Vast Heaven. Even if he can jump 

realms to battle, it’s impossible to be his match too.” 

“While Emperor Azuresky is strong, he just likes to posture too much! He has always viewed Ye Yuan as 

his greatest rival. This time, he can finally get his wish.” 

… … 

Regarding this fight, most people still did not feel optimistic about it. 

It was because, during the past years, Yang Qing’s awe-inspiring reputation was too great. 

No matter how strong the opponent was, he could always beat the opponent. 

Ye Yuan’s talent naturally went without saying. But, it was still easier for people to believe the things in 

front of them. 

In the crowd, Qin Shan said with a disdainful look, “Humph! A guy who overestimates his own abilities! 

Does he think that Yang Qing is still the Yang Qing before?” 

He did not like these two people, but he also admitted that Yang Qing was very strong! 

Incredibly strong! 

“Ye Yuan, watch closely! This move is the strongest move that this seat comprehended these few years! 

None has ever survived under this move! Be careful!” 

Suddenly, Yang Qing put away the flippant look. A layer of destructive aura rose up on the tip of the 

spear. 

He had never underestimated Ye Yuan before. 

This was true, even if Ye Yuan was two minor realms lower than him. 

For Ye Yuan to say so, he naturally had reliance. But Yang Qing also had absolute confidence in himself. 

The current him was really different already. 

The reason why he wanted to publicize the fight to the public, it also originated from precisely this 

powerful confidence. 

Feeling this destructive aura, Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up too. 



Very strong! 

“It’s Myriad Dao Annihilation Spear! I didn’t expect that Emperor Azuresky actually directly unleashed 

his strongest move!” 

“Under this move, there have never been survivors among Emperor Vast Heaven experts! Isn’t he afraid 

of killing Ye Yuan in one move?” 

“I thought that they were just sparring. I didn’t expect that it’s actually for real! With this, Ye Yuan is in 

trouble!” 

… … 

Feng Xiaotian had a look of surprise too. He did not expect that Yang Qing actually directly used his 

killing move. 

This move was comprehended by Yang Qing in battle. It could be said to be the grand achievement that 

gathered the Spear Dao and Dao of Destruction! 

Even he also sighed at his own inferiority at the power. 

Back then, Hegemon Bufan had said before that this move showed signs of surpassing him. 

It was also precisely after that incident that Yang Qing was treated as Hegemon Bufan’s successor. His 

status had no equal for some time! 

Everyone did not expect that Yang Qing actually unleashed such a killing move against his good friend! 

“Kill!” 

Yang Qing shouted fiercely, a spear tearing across the sky. 

Under a spear, myriad Daos were annihilated! 

The Great Dao rules around him were being completely obliterated! 

Emperor Vast Heaven Realm was unable to mobilize rules at all under this move! 

This move was truly formidable to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan grinned and said, “I didn’t expect that you really got much stronger! If I didn’t encounter some 

lucky chances recently, I would really not have been your match. Yang Qing, watch my punch!” 

There was no overly garish power on his body. 

Four great true spirit bloodlines erupted in full force. A fist punched straight over! 

This punch carried an incomparably sacred aura. 

He did not need to mobilize heaven and earth rules at all. Rules birthed on their own! 

Boom! 

It was only to see Ye Yuan smash a fist over. That destructive aura immediately fell apart! 



Yang Qing spewed out a large mouthful of blood with a cough, his figure flying out like a cannonball. 

One punch defeated Yang Qing! 

“How is this possible!” Qin Shan’s pupils constricted, and he cried out in shock. 

“How is this possible! That … That is saint force!” Feng Xiaotian said in astonishment. 

The entire West Sun City instantly exploded! 

This battle was too fast. 

They thought that this was bound to be a shocking great battle. 

But who knew that the result was so fast. 

Ye Yuan only used one punch and defeated Emperor Azuresky, who was invincible in their hearts! 

“N-No way, right? Emperor Azuresky is so weak?” 

“It’s not that Emperor Azuresky is weak. It’s that Ye Yuan is too strong!” 

“Can’t bear to look straight at it! Yang Qing came up with such a grand line-up. In the end, he didn’t 

even make it through a punch!” 

“They are good friends! This also just nicely helped Ye Yuan to achieve an awe-inspiring reputation! Ye 

Yuan is still that undefeatable Ye Yuan!” 

… … 

At one time, Ye Yuan was the synonym for being invincible in the same rank. 

It was just that along with his departure, this term was replaced by Yang Qing. 

But, with this battle today, Ye Yuan took back this title again. 

What belonged to him ultimately belonged to him! 

“Ahhh! How is this possible? How can I possibly not even receive a punch of yours? This doesn’t make 

sense! This doesn’t make sense!” Yang Qing directly rushed in front of Ye Yuan and pointed at his nose 

as he said in puzzlement. 

All these years, the invincible confidence that he had built was crushed at this moment. 

It was not that he had not thought of failure before. It was just that he never thought that he would be 

defeated so thoroughly, unable to even receive a punch from Ye Yuan. 

Moreover, he could tell that Ye Yuan’s punch did not have any martial technique at all. He just erupted 

with bloodline power and threw out a very ordinary punch. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This punch isn’t simple!” 

Chapter 3022: Counting the Time, They Should Be Reaching! 



“Yang Qing, you didn’t lose unjustly! Brother Ye has already comprehended saint force!” Feng Xiaotian 

came up and explained. 

Yang Qing’s pupils constricted, and he cried out in surprise as he said, “Saint force! Isn’t that the power 

that only Great Beyond powerhouses can utilize? Even Hegemon Bufan can’t do it too! How can this guy 

do it!” 

Feng Xiaotian did not answer. He waited for Ye Yuan to explain. 

Ye Yuan did not hide it either, recounting the mutation from the four great true spirit bloodlines fusing, 

making everyone dumbfounded from listening. 

This guy was also a little too amazing, right? 

Disregarding other things, just one of the four great true spirit bloodline blood essences was not what 

the average person could obtain! 

“You punk, there’s really no justice anymore!” Yang Qing said hatefully. 

“Hehe, I said it long ago, you’re not Big Brother Ye Yuan’s match, but you refused to believe! Now, you 

lifted up a rock to crush your own foot, right?” Jingfei said with a scoff. 

Yang Qing snorted coldly and said, “So what? One day, I’ll trample him underfoot! I, Hegemon Azuresky, 

am invincible!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “You’ve indeed transformed a lot these few years! Just based on this spear, 

you’re not worse than Zhuo Bufan!” 

Zhuo Bufan, who was also Heaven One Alliance Bufan, the Heaven One Alliance’s new leader, Grand 

Brightjade Complete Heaven’s only Supreme Hegemon! 

And this Zhuo Bufan was precisely the powerhouse who walked out of the Rainclear Continent back 

then! 

Ye Yuan merely left for over a hundred years, but in these hundred years, Grand Brightjade Complete 

Heaven underwent a complete transformation. 

The blood race’s Wang Zuo broke through to Supreme Hegemon, breaking through the Absolute Heaven 

Barrier. 

Heaven One Divine Lord led Cloudmount and the rest of the Hegemons to fight to the death with the 

blood race, and eventually died. 

Originally, Heaven One had already reached the end of the road. 

Right at this time, Zhuo Bufan came soaring into existence, separating life and death paths with a sword, 

breaking through several realms in a row, directly crossing from origin realm to Supreme Hegemon! 

At the critical moment, Zhuo Bufan arrived, fighting to the death with Wang Zuo, and inflicting heavy 

wounds on Wang Zuo with one sword. That was how it welcomed a respite for Heaven One. 



Otherwise, even if Ye Yuan brought people back, what he would see would also be a Grand Brightjade 

Complete Heaven that was trampled flat. 

Zhuo Bufan was originally the goal that Ye Yuan pursued. But after arriving at Heaven One, he had not 

heard about Zhuo Bufan, and he gradually forgot about him too. 

Only when Ye Yuan returned this time did he hear that it turned out Zhuo Bufan had long gone out of 

the Absolute Heaven Barrier by himself with a sword. 

As for how he survived in the territory of the blood race, nobody knew. 

Everyone only knew that when the Absolute Heaven Barrier was breached, Zhuo Bufan returned alone 

with a sword again. 

At that time, he was already a mighty expert of the origin realm, the number one person under 

Hegemon! 

But, not reaching Hegemon, everything was empty talk. 

The battle of a hundred Hegemon Realms, he was merely an ant! 

Nobody expected that just as everyone thought that the Heaven One Alliance’s situation was beyond 

salvation, Zhuo Bufan broke through several realms consecutively in the midst of battle, directly 

reaching Supreme Hegemon, writing a legend that would be handed down for generations! 

Originally, this generation’s men of the hour were Feng Xiaotian and Ye Yuan’ eldest senior apprentice 

brother, Li Clearcloud. 

However, with Zhuo Bufan coming into being, he suppressed everyone’s light. 

But nobody was unconvinced! 

With the Divine Lord falling, Zhuo Bufan became Heaven One’s new leader. 

Such a huge change, Ye Yuan also sighed endlessly when he heard it. 

A hundred years in a haste, it was really, seas change into mulberry fields and mulberry fields into seas! 

However, Ye Yuan was also curious before, why would Zhuo Bufan this kind of great prodigy, fade into 

the crowd? 

Only now did he know that this guy was ultimately not ordinary! 

However, Ye Yuan saw Zhuo Bufan’s shadow from Yang Qing’s spear! 

That sort of domineeringness of who else could do it but me was absolutely not beneath Zhuo Bufan! 

Being praised by Ye Yuan, Yang Qing rolled his eyes and said, “Tch, you mean that, Hegemon Bufan and I 

are inferior to you, eh! You’re really shameless! I, Hegemon Azuresky, won’t give up! No matter how 

long it takes, I’m going to trample you underfoot!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not speak. 

Yang Qing, this guy, really had the potential to become a powerhouse. 



Ye Yuan knew that he had prepared a long time for this battle today. 

If it were someone else, the blow from this fight would definitely be huge. But, he was not demoralized 

and was still full of fighting spirit. 

While talking and laughing, a figure flew over from the horizon, falling heavily into West Sun City. 

Feng Xiaotian’s pupils constricted, and he said, “It’s Hegemon Clearcloud! Not good! Something has 

indeed gone wrong at Hegemon Bufan there!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression also changed wildly because he recognized that this person who fell into West Sun 

City was precisely his eldest senior brother, Li Clearcloud! 

He should currently be with Master Cloudmount and Hegemon Bufan, holding back the blood race’s 

Hegemons. 

But, this situation before his eyes, something must have happened over at Hegemon Bufan there! 

A group of people hurried over and discovered that Li Clearcloud was already on his dying breath. 

“Eldest Senior Brother!” 

Li Clearcloud barely managed to open both eyes. Seeing that it was Ye Yuan, a hint of delight flashed 

across in his eyes! 

“L-Little Junior Brother, it’s good that you’re back! Good that … you’re back!” 

Feng Xiaotian said in a solemn voice, “Brother Clearcloud, what happened? Why are you injured until 

like this?” 

Li Clearcloud’s breathing was weak as he said, “Hegemon … Bloodsky, broke through!” 

Feng Xiaotian’s pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “What did you say? Hegemon Bloodsky 

he, broke through to Supreme Hegemon?” 

Li Clearcloud nodded his head feebly and said, “He joined hands with Wang Zuo, Hegemon Bufan is … 

injured. Master … fought to the death to escort me out, to have me send a message and let you all … 

give up on Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven!” 

Everyone present trembled all over. 

Li Clearcloud spoke intermittently, but they all understood. 

The blood race gave birth to another Supreme Hegemon! 

With two great Supreme Hegemons joining forces, the battle situation at the front line was not 

optimistic. 

Hegemon Cloudmount they all had fallen into a great crisis. 

Even Li Clearcloud also sustained such serious injuries. The danger of the battle situation could be seen! 

Furthermore, the news that Li Clearcloud brought back was actually to evacuate Grand Brightjade 

Complete Heaven! 



This showed that the Hegemons in front had already lost all hope! 

Even Zhuo Bufan, this peerless powerhouse, was unable to overcome the raging tides too! 

An aura of despair spread in everyone’s hearts. 

After a long time, Feng Xiaotian heaved a sigh and said, “Brother Ye, let’s … go!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Zhao Yue, Brother Feng, let’s go! Go save Master!” 

“Roar!” 

Zhao Yue roared angrily and arrived next to Ye Yuan. 

Feng Xiaotian nodded his head. But very soon, he reacted to it and said blankly, “What did you say?” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze was firm as he said, “I said, let’s go save Master Cloudmount and Zhuo Bufan!” 

Feng Xiaotian smiled bitterly and said, “Ye Yuan, I understand your feelings. But there’s no hope! Two 

great Supreme Hegemons, we … have no hope at all!” 

He really lost all hope! 

A Supreme Hegemon, they could still resist. 

But, two Supreme Hegemons. Furthermore, it was even Bloodsky, this spatial origin Hegemon, they 

really had no hope anymore. 

It must be tragic to the extreme ahead. Otherwise, Hegemon Bufan would not have had Li Clearcloud 

come back to send the message. 

Ye Yuan ignored Feng Xiaotian and said coolly, “Counting the time, they should be reaching!” 

Feng Xiaotian was stupefied again and said, “Reaching? Who’s reaching? Ye Yuan, I really understand 

your feelings, but … it’s useless no matter who comes!” 

Before his voice faded, there was a tremor in the void. 

One unbelievably powerful aura after another emerged. 

Chapter 3023: Supreme Luxurious Lineup! 

“Kid, you, a mere Emperor Vast Heaven, summoned this seat here and there, causing this seat to run 

across several planes. What an incredible face you have!” Long Jian, who was wearing an azure robe, 

stepped out of the sky, his overwhelming aura billowing to the sky. 

Together with him were also three of the dragon race’s Hegemons. 

One of them was Long Ran. 

“Supreme Hegemon! The dragon race’s Supreme Hegemon!” Feng Xiaotian cried out in surprise and 

looked toward Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

Dragon race, that was absolutely the pinnacle-most race in the 33 Heavens’ planes! 



This race was proud to the extreme and would not give face to anyone at all. 

But, judging from Long Jian’s words, his relationship with Ye Yuan was not superficial! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said with clasped hands, “It’s been hard on Senior Long Jian! In the future, if Ye Yuan 

has any leads, I’ll be the first to help Senior!” 

Long Jian said disdainfully, “Making an empty promise, do you think that this seat is a three-year-old 

kid?” 

At this time, several more figures stepped out. They were several women. 

A woman of unparalleled beauty in the front looked at Ye Yuan with a look of resentment and said, “You 

normally give me the cold shoulder. When the situation becomes critical, you’re even ordering this 

young lady around. Does this young lady owe you?” 

This woman was precisely Feng Qingxuan! 

There was also Luan Qinghe who came along with her! 

Feng Xiaotian’s pupils constricted. It was another Supreme Hegemon! 

The Vermilion Bird Clan’s Supreme Hegemon! 

It was only to hear Luan Qinghe said, “Kid, don’t forget your promise! You owe my Vermilion Bird Clan a 

favor!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior, rest assured. Feng Qingxuan and this Ye are good friends. As long as 

this Ye makes it, I’ll definitely lend her a helping hand!” 

Luan Qinghe nodded slightly and stopped speaking. 

The void shuddered, and several more figures stepped out. 

These figures were somewhat illusory. One look and Feng Xiaotian discerned that it was the soul race! 

But the arrivals were the Nirvanic Soul Clan’s Hegemon Cloudneon and Hegemon Imperishable! 

Hegemon Imperishable came in person! 

There was also a middle-aged man that Ye Yuan did not recognize. But he saw through the other party’s 

Qi Soul Clan identity at a glance. 

This Qi Soul Clan powerhouse was a Peak Hegemon too! 

It seemed like the Qi and Nirvanic two clans had already buried the hatchet. 

However, Ye Yuan did not expect that Hegemon Heavenly Soul would actually send someone over. 

“With Senior Imperishable coming in person, Ye Yuan is overwhelmed by the unexpected favor!” Ye 

Yuan said toward Hegemon Imperishable with clasped hands. 

Hegemon Imperishable waved his hand and said, “I heard that there’s a chance to fight with the Chaos 

Bloodstone this time. That’s why I came!” 



Ye Yuan smiled and did not argue. 

He understood that Imperishable was returning his favor. 

No matter what, it was him who saved the Nirvanic Soul Clan and also saved him, Hegemon 

Imperishable! 

He saluted the Qi Soul Clan Hegemon and said, “Many thanks to Senior for helping out!” 

The middle-aged man waved his hand and said, “This seat is Soul Intent. Lord Heavenly Soul wants me to 

tell you that he remembers the grudge!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Then this Ye will personally pay a visit and ask for punishment on another 

day!” 

Heavenly Soul was a proud but honest and frank man. He naturally could not put aside his ego. 

However, this Hegemon Soul Intent came; it already explained everything. 

Feng Xiaotian already could not speak. He did not dare imagine how shocked his heart was at this time! 

In just this short while, nine Hegemons came! 

Furthermore, these were all not ordinary Hegemons. Each of their auras was incomparably powerful. 

They were at least Peak Hegemon level too! 

Especially Long Jian, Luan Qinghe, and Hegemon Imperishable, they were bona fide Supreme 

Hegemons! 

Plus Zhao Yue, whose combat strength approached Supreme Hegemon, it was equivalent to them 

having four Supreme Hegemons! 

This lineup was simply luxurious to the extreme! 

One had to know, even if it was the soul race, they only had two Supreme Hegemons too! 

What on earth did Ye Yuan this fellow do in these hundred years? 

So many big shots actually descended upon Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven for him, a puny little 

Emperor Vast Heaven. 

If not for seeing it with his own eyes, he would not believe it even if he was beaten to death too! 

It was not that Ye Yuan was a prophet but that he could feel that the Chaos Bloodstone had become 

much stronger. 

Therefore, the blood race’s strength would definitely become stronger! 

Ye Yuan was worried. So he requested Long Jian to head to the Vermilion Bird Clan and Nihility 

Exceeding Balance Heaven to invite these Hegemons to take action. 

Actually, he was just borrowing some Hegemon Realms and did not invite Luan Qinghe and Hegemon 

Imperishable. He did not expect that they would come on their own. 



This result had also exceeded his expectations. 

But, looking at it now, it was naturally the stronger the better. 

Yang Qing, Jingfei, Big Yellow, and the rest were long already dumbstruck with amazement and did not 

even dare to breathe loudly. 

These Hegemon Realms’ auras were too powerful! 

One had to know that these Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven powerhouses had never seen Supreme 

Hegemons before at all. 

Qin Shan suddenly felt that life was lackluster. 

Was it so easy to be friends with Supreme Hegemons? 

Traveling for over a hundred years, it was merely a snap of a finger to powerhouses like them. 

But not only did Ye Yuan’s strength catch up to him in these years, he also even brought so many 

Hegemon Realms all at once! 

Life was so uninteresting! 

“Ye Yuan, this … this …” Feng Xiaotian really did not know how to express it. 

Hegemon Realm, even if it was the most ordinary Hegemon Realm, they were aloof from the masses in 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 

But he felt that he was so insignificant now! 

Ye Yuan knew his shock and said with a smile, “Seniors, this is my close brother, Hegemon Battlesky! 

These few thousand years, he has always been fighting against the blood race. He’s an elder brother 

that this Ye holds great esteem for!” 

“So, it’s Brother Battlesky. After resolving the blood race’s calamity, you can come to my Dragon Clan if 

you’re free,” Long Jian greeted with a smile. 

Feng Xiaotian was being overwhelmed by an unexpected favor 

“Brother Battlesky,” Luan Qinghe also greeted him. 

“Brother Battlesky, you can also come to my Qi Soul Clan when you’re free,” Hegemon Soul Intent said. 

Feng Xiaotian answered one by one, feeling very honored. 

Although he knew that these people were all looking on the account of Ye Yuan’s face, that was why 

they greeted him like this. 

Hegemons were very strong, but he was really nothing in front of this powerful group. 

“Alright, since everyone is here, then let’s not delay! The blood race and Heaven one’s Hegemons are 

currently fighting fiercely. Seniors, please lend a helping hand!” Ye Yuan said to everyone with clasped 

hands. 



“Let Brother Battlesky lead the way. You stay behind.” Long Jian said. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I can feel that the Chaos Bloodstone’s clone is about to come into 

being! If I’m not around, you all might not be able to handle it!” 

These words were arrogant enough, but the expressions of Long Jian and the rest turned somber. 

The Chaos Bloodstone’s clone coming into being, that must be a Great Beyond Realm overlord. 

They all, these people, really could not handle it. 

Long Jian frowned and said, “He’s already coming into being. What can you, a measly little Emperor Vast 

Heaven, do?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I have some means. Maybe it will have a surprising effect!” 

Long Jian raised his eyebrows and said with a nod, “Alright, let’s go then!” 

Hence, more than ten Hegemon Realm powerhouses brought Ye Yuan and tore across the sky. 

West Sun City’s main camp was dead silent. 

After a long time, Yang Qing suddenly said to Qin Shan, “You said that Ye Yuan was a traitor?” 

Qin Shan choked when he heard that, almost giving himself a slap. 

He said with a black face, “Rubbish! When did I say that? Yang Qing, don’t think that you can fabricate 

rumors everywhere because you’re strong!” 

Traitor? 

You have got to be kidding! 

If he was really a traitor, bring these few people here and he could sweep the entire Heaven One Alliance 

away! 

Chapter 3024: Celestial Army Descending from Heaven! 

Above the void, sword intent crisscrossed! 

Zhuo Bufan, one person and one sword, was seemingly a pine tree in heaven and earth, standing 

proudly. 

However, he was not a pine tree. 

Wang Zuo and Bloodsky, two great Supreme Hegemons joining hands, he was under too much pressure! 

Especially Bloodsky, he corroborated his Dao with spatial origin. His combat power was extremely 

formidable. 

Even if Zhuo Bufan’s sword was capable of destroying any stronghold, it was hard to do anything to him 

too. 

Under the two people’s collaboration, his defeat seemed to have been certain. 



Boom! 

After a bout of fierce fighting, Bloodsky finally broke through Zhuo Bufan’s sword world, the power of 

origin slamming heavily onto his body. 

Zhuo Bufan gave a muffled groan, his figure flying out backward. 

How could Wang Zuo be willing to let this opportunity go? Blood light shone brightly, directly chasing 

after. 

Whoosh! 

A shocking sword light erupted bizarrely from Zhuo Bufan’s body, directly slamming onto Wang Zuo’s 

body. 

Wang Zuo’s body was directly blasted into a cloud of blood mist. 

But very soon, he condensed his figure again, looking at Zhuo Bufan with a vigilant look. 

This guy was too troublesome! 

There were hundreds of millions of humans who cultivated Sword Dao, but no one could achieve his 

level. 

This kind of pure to the extreme sword intent made his combat strength fearsome to the extreme. 

“Zhuo Bufan, you don’t stand a chance! Keep fighting and you’ll die!” Wang Zuo said in a solemn voice. 

“Wang Zuo, you don’t need to waste your efforts anymore! One must first cultivate the heart when 

cultivating the sword. No matter how sweet your words sound, you can forget about wavering my sword 

heart! For a man, death is but death. What fear do us cultivators have?” Zhuo Bufan said coolly. 

Actually, after repeated great battles, Zhuo Bufan was already severely wounded. 

But his combat strength did not diminish much. 

Wang Zuo and Bloodsky were very apprehensive of him too, wanting to use words to incite him into 

leaving. 

But Zhuo Bufan was not moved at all. 

On the other side, Hegemon Cloudmount and Hegemon Blacksun had already fallen into a desperate 

situation too! 

The two of them were being besieged by seven Peak Hegemons! 

Actually, the two of them were long already arrows at the end of their flight. At this time, they were just 

relying on willpower to fight. 

“Old Man Blacksun, we’ve fought for so many years. I didn’t expect that we’re going to die together 

today. How unlucky!” Hegemon Cloudmount said unhappily. 

Hegemon Blacksun almost spewed out a mouthful of old blood and said with an angry roar, “F*ck you, 

Cloudmount! You old undying, your mouth is really smelly!” 



Cloudmount laughed loudly and said, “Old Man Blacksun, do you have any last wishes?” 

Blacksun said, “No last wishes. It’s just that … when faced with imminent death, I’m somewhat missing 

the woman when I was in the Lower Realms. Uh … I can finally reunite with her!” 

Cloudmount could not help laughing as he said, “Reunite your head! You’ve already lived for God knows 

how many years! That woman has long entered samsara!” 

Unexpectedly, Blacksun did not rebut and asked, “What about you, old fogey?” 

Cloudmount chuckled and said, “There are no last wishes. It’s just a bit regretful that I didn’t get to see 

the day that little disciple of mine reached the apex!” 

“Tch, still thinking about that brat? I dare guarantee that that kid has definitely already been controlled 

by the Chaos Bloodstone. Give up on this!” Blacksun said with certainty. 

“F*ck your bullsh*t!” 

Cloudmount could not resist swearing, but he suddenly sighed again and said, “Old Fogey Blacksun, it’s 

about time!” 

Blacksun nodded his head and said, “Yeah, it’s about time! Keep dragging things out, and we won’t even 

have the capital to put up a desperate fight anymore!” 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Behind Cloudmount and Blacksun two people, the Door of Eternal Life appeared. 

Following that, the two people’s life force dissipated rapidly, but their auras rose rapidly! 

“They are offering up life force to obtain the power of eternal life! Everyone, be careful! After their life 

force is depleted, they will be dead men!” On the blood race’s side, Hegemon Qing Yao warned. 

“Go f*ck yourself! Refine for me!” 

In the void, Cloudmount directly materialized a large hand and refined a blood race Hegemon into blood 

mist. 

But sadly, the other party did not die. He recovered back anew very quickly. 

Reaching this realm, wanting to kill a blood race Hegemon was really far too difficult. 

Blacksun’s strength also skyrocketed, directly demolishing a blood race Hegemon. 

But sadly, it was useless! 

Far away, when Zhuo Bufan felt the aura over here, his expression could not help dimming and he 

shouted, “Bon voyage, two seniors! This Zhuo will follow right after!” 

Cloudmount laughed loudly and said, “Hegemon Bufan, being able to know you in this lifetime, I, 

Cloudmount, have the fortune of three lifetimes! The two of us old men will wait for you on the road! 

Also, everybody, the two of us old fellows will make a move first!” 



A solemn and stirring atmosphere instantly spread out on the battlefield. 

Everyone knew that it had reached the moment of life and death! 

This battle was too difficult. They were indeed tired too. 

Although fighting with the blood race plunged the people into misery and suffering, the most tiring and 

strenuous were actually them, these Hegemon Realms. 

This was because they were shouldering too many things. 

It was just that sadly, it still fell short of success at the last step in the end. 

“Two seniors, take care! We’ll follow right after!” 

“Two seniors have worked hard!” 

… … 

Cloudmount two people had surging auras, each finding their target and attacking crazily. 

In a blink, that Hegemon could not make it anymore. 

But their auras also weakened. 

Although this kind of method that ignited one’s life force could exchange for a powerful offensive 

strength, the damage to one’s own body was irreversible. 

Bang! 

Hegemon Qing Yao took advantage of Cloudmount’s weakness and sneak attacked from the side, 

directly demolishing half of his body. 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s aura was feeble, virtually without the strength to fight back anymore. 

“Sigh, in the end, I failed to take anyone down. How disgraceful!” Heaving a sigh in his heart, he saw 

Hegemon Qing Yao charge over once more. 

This time, he could not move anymore. 

Death was coming head-on. 

Boom! 

At the moment of life and death, Hegemon Qing Yao’s body flew out like a cannonball. 

Cloudmount’s pupils constricted. What is going on? 

But very soon, he saw an afterimage glide past him, charging over toward Hegemon Qing Yao. 

That figure was berserk to the extreme. 

At the same time, an extremely familiar figure grabbed his disabled body, both eyes blood-red. 

“Zhao Yue, tear this damn thing to shreds for me!” Ye Yuan used all the strength in his body to howl. 



“Roar!” 

Zhao Yue seemed to have felt Ye Yuan’s fury. The him, who was originally ferocious, became even more 

violent. 

He really tore Qing Yao to pieces. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

One powerful aura after another suddenly descended! 

Wang Zuo’s pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “Dragon Clan! Vermilion Bird Clan! Soul race! 

This … How is this possible?” 

It was only to see Long Jian, Luan Qinghe, and Imperishable, three great Supreme Hegemons, directly 

joining the fight, instantly forming a pincer attack against Wang Zuo and Bloodsky. 

These three people were veteran Supreme Hegemons, their strength being unfathomable. 

Their combat power was much stronger than Wang Zuo and Bloodsky, these two newbies. 

Zhuo Bufan also looked at this scene in unbelievable shock. This scene was truly celestial soldiers 

descending from heaven! 

Who could have thought that three Supreme Hegemons would actually descend in Grand Brightjade 

Complete Heaven to help them resist the blood race?’ 

This kind of thing, he did not even dare to think about it. 

But it really happened. 

“Hahaha …” 

Hegemon Cloudmount suddenly burst out laughing! 

He was happy! 

He was really very happy! 

That moment when he saw Ye Yuan, he felt that there were no regrets in this life anymore! 

Chapter 3025: Reversing The Battle Situation! 

Ten great Hegemons descending, the battle situation instantly had a reversal! 

This force was seriously too powerful! 

Under Long Jian, Luan Qinghe, and Hegemon Imperishable’s pincer attack, Wang Zuo and Hegemon 

Bloodsky were instantly suppressed. 

When Wang Zuo’s peripherals glimpsed Ye Yuan, who was hugging Cloudmount, his pupils could not 

help constricting. 

Ye Yuan! 



Why would this guy appear here? 

Could it be that these top supreme powerhouses were actually brought by him? 

This thought was so shocking! 

“It’s this kid! Back then, it was this kid who destroyed this seat’s spatial passageway!” There was also 

Hegemon Bloodsky, who was similarly shocked. 

He recognized Ye Yuan! 

Back then, he thought that it was a spatial origin Hegemon opposite the passageway. 

But only later on did he learn that that was merely a measly little Saint Sovereign Heaven, that was all! 

A Hegemon actually lost to a Saint Sovereign. Bloodsky nearly fainted in anger. 

Whoosh! 

A sword tore across the air, breathtaking to the extreme, hitting Wang Zuo with incomparable precision. 

Boom! 

Wang Zuo was directly blown into smithereens by Zhuo Bufan’s sword. 

The eyes of the three great Supreme Hegemons lit up, and they could not help but take another look at 

Zhuo Bufan. 

Clearly, none of them expected that Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven actually had such an 

astonishing sword cultivator! 

“Many thanks to everyone for helping out. I can still fight! Leave one person to help me. You guys go and 

help the rest!” Zhuo Bufan held his sword while standing. Although heavily wounded, it did not affect his 

stubbornness in the slightest. 

Although ten great Hegemons descended, there were too many blood race Hegemons. It was several 

times that of the Heaven One Alliance. 

Otherwise, this fight would not have been so difficult either. 

Zhuo Bufan’s meaning was very clear: kill the other Hegemons first! 

Long Jian instantly determined the battlefield’s situation and said with a nod, “Luan Qinghe, 

Imperishable, the two of you go, leave this place to us!” 

The two people naturally did not have objections, nodding slightly and leaving immediately. 

With two great Supreme Hegemons joining the fight, the surrounding battle situation instantly 

underwent a reversal. 

Originally, Heaven One’s Hegemons became fewer as they fought. There were not many left. 

Around 60 to 70 Hegemons were besieging Heaven One’s remaining ten plus Hegemons. 

One could say that the outcome was a foregone conclusion. 



But, with Supreme Hegemons and a group of Peak Hegemons joining, the combat power could be 

imagined! 

Dozens of Hegemons were pushed back repeatedly! 

“Zhao Yue, kill for me! Kill until he can’t revive!” Ye Yuan’s two eyes were blood-red. His roar could be 

heard distinctly across the entire battlefield. His current fury could be seen. 

Cloudneon guarded by his flank, staying vigilant against other people’s sneak attack. 

Zhao Yue ignored the others too, just focusing on Hegemon Qing Yao and attacking frenziedly. 

Hegemon Qing Yao was a Peak Hegemon too, his strength being very formidable. 

But, under Zhao Yue’s berserk attacks, he did not have the strength to fight back at all. 

Zhao Yue’s combat strength already approached Supreme Hegemon! 

Ordinary Peak Hegemons were not his match at all. 

Moreover, he was currently in a state of frenzy. 

Qing Yao was going crazy. F*ck, Cloudmount was not finished off by me alone. What are you fixated on 

me for? 

Cloudmount and Blacksun were very strong. He only succeeded after seven great Hegemons joined 

forces to attack too. 

Furthermore, it was even under the situation where Cloudmount’s life force was virtually exhausted! 

But this scene was coincidentally seen by Ye Yuan. 

Then Qing Yao fell into a tragedy! 

He saw through that apart from this Zhao Yue, the strength of the other Peak Hegemons were also just 

like that. 

Wanting to kill someone in the same rank within a short time was totally impossible. 

But Zhao Yue’s strength was too strong! 

“Master, this disciple came late!” Ye Yuan’s eyes were slightly red. 

He had encountered many sad things in this lifetime, but he had virtually never shed tears before. 

But Cloudmount really poured all of his love and care into Ye Yuan. 

He even did not stint to fall out with the Heaven One Alliance for him! 

Therefore, when he saw this scene of Qing Yao sneak attacking Cloudmount, his entire person went 

completely mad. 

“Not late, not late! Just in time! Haha, this seat hasn’t died yet, what are you crying for?” Cloudmount 

said with a laugh. 



Ye Yuan did not speak. 

Cloudmount would not die, but his life force expenditure was too severe. Furthermore, he was very 

heavily wounded. In the future, he would be equivalent to a cripple. 

This injury was very hard for Ye Yuan to repair even if Ye Yuan reached the level of blooming a myriad 

flowers with one thought. 

Cloudmount’s and Blacksun’s injuries were an exchange with Heavenly Dao, using their lives to exchange 

for power. 

Unless Ye Yuan could defy heaven to change fate, otherwise, Cloudmount would be pretty much the 

same as a living corpse. 

To a Peak Hegemon who possessed a supreme status and strength, this was worse than killing him. 

But Cloudmount did not care at all. 

He was really very happy when he saw Ye Yuan and said with a smile, “Haha, I really didn’t expect that in 

merely a rushed 100 years, you could actually have such accomplishments! Well-deserving of being my, 

Cloudmount’s, disciple! Old Fogey Blacksun, are you very jealous right now? Hahaha … My youngest 

disciple’s face-slapping means, really have my, this master’s, style!” 

Cloudmount laughed extremely happily. 

On the other side, Hegemon Blacksun was much more miserable. 

Nobody cared about him at all! 

He fell heavily onto the ground and could not move at all. 

Furthermore, the most important thing was that he got slapped again! 

Just earlier, he was still saying in all solemnity that Ye Yuan was controlled by the Chaos Bloodstone. 

But in a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan brought a large group of experts, descending from the sky like celestial 

soldiers, overcoming the raging tides! 

Uh, karma was really instant! 

Being controlled naturally became utter nonsense. 

With Heaven One’s present situation, as long as Ye Yuan looked on indifferently, there was no need to 

put on such a big show at all. 

Let alone that even without the blood race, if Ye Yuan brought this force, it was sufficient to sweep 

across Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven too! 

“Quickly retreat! Return to the Blood God Temple!” Wang Zuo yelled out, directly running wildly. 

Even if it was just Long Jian and Zhuo Bufan two people, he and Bloodsky were not a match either. 

He knew that this battle was completely lost! 



This force that Ye Yuan brought was simply destructive. 

To carry on fighting, everyone would die here. 

Under Wang Zuo’s word of command, dozens of Hegemons turned around and ran. 

Although the people that Ye Yuan brought were strong, they were unable to stop so many people from 

running away too. 

However, Luan Qinghe and Imperishable two people killed wildly all the way, annihilating more than ten 

blood race Hegemons. 

It was also that the blood race’s revival ability was too strong. It was already very hard to be able to have 

this battle result. 

Of course, the most tragic was Qing Yao. 

He had Zhao Yue glued onto him, unable to shake off at all. 

Zhao Yue’s speed and combat strengths were all above him. 

“F*ck you, Your Father will fight it out with you!” 

Bang! 

Then he was blown apart by Zhao Yue. 

Being killed over 20 times in a row, Qing Yao was finally unable to revive and died thoroughly. 

“Master, I’ll kill Wang Zuo that old dog to avenge you!” Ye Yuan said in a cold voice. 

“Master believes you! Over so many years, Master is tired too. This time, just nice that I can have a 

break!” Cloudmount said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan’s expression dimmed. He knew that Cloudmount was consoling him. 

However, he was powerless to do anything about it right now. 

Before long, the group of Hegemon Realms returned. 

Long Jian said, “Those two Supreme Hegemons were seriously wounded by us and executed spatial 

methods to escape. After killing more than ten Hegemon Realms, the rest have all run away. Now, what 

should we do?” 

All of the Heaven One Hegemons were incomparably shocked, inclusive of Cloudmount. 

This dragon race Supreme Hegemon actually listened to Ye Yuan’s orders! 

Correct, it was not discussing but awaiting Ye Yuan’s orders! 

Chapter 3026: Using Himself As Bait! 

In the Blood God Temple, a group of blood race Hegemons had solemn expressions. 



Nobody could have expected that the battle of genocide that supposedly was already in the bag actually 

failed! 

“Bloodpromise, are you a pig? Such a big defeat, you actually did not report the news!” Wang Zuo had 

nowhere to vent his anger, directly venting his fury on Bloodpromise. 

Bloodpromise had an innocent look as he said with a bitter smile, “Lord Wang Zuo, I also didn’t know 

that Ye Yuan could actually bring so many powerhouses back! When he returned, there was only that 

monster around him.” 

“You still freaking think that you’re in the right?” Wang Zuo shot to his feet and was practically about to 

make a move. Bloodpromise immediately withered up. 

When Bloodsky saw that the atmosphere was a little strange, he spoke up, “Alright. Brother Wang Zuo, 

Bloodpromise didn’t do it on purpose either. The mother stone is about to come into being right away. 

It’s the most important thing at this time. Our urgent matter on hand is to defend the Blood God 

Temple. Ye Yuan brought so many experts back. He’ll definitely attack the Blood God Temple.” 

Wang Zuo nodded his head, only then letting it go. 

He gave a cold snort and said, “Ye Yuan this punk really lingers on relentlessly! If not for him, we’d have 

unified Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven a hundred years ago, and the mother stone would have long 

come into being as well! Damn thing, after the mother stone comes into being, this seat will definitely 

ground his bones into dust!” 

Wang Zuo really hated Ye Yuan to the bones. 

Ever since Ye Yuan landed on Heaven One Continent, he had ruined his certain victory plans God knows 

how many times. 

This time, he even brought a large number of Hegemon Realms, causing them a huge crisis. 

But, if the mother stone did not come into being, he really could not do anything to Ye Yuan. 

Boom! 

Before his voice faded, the Blood God Temple shook violently! 

The entire space directly had a large hole that was blasted out. 

More than 20 Hegemon Realms descended upon the Blood God Temple’s space! 

This holy land was a highly guarded secret, but Ye Yuan was very familiar with this place. Finding it was 

naturally as easy as blowing off dust. 

He let Zhou Pinespring bring Cloudmount and the few other heavily injured Hegemons back to West Sun 

City first, and he brought Long Jian and the rest and directly charged into the Blood God Temple! 

“F*ck you, Ye Yuan!” Wang Zuo finally could not resist swearing. 

He had not even caught his breath, and Ye Yuan already brought people and rushed over! 

More than 20 Hegemon Realms descending, it immediately fought until the sky and earth dimmed. 



The battle of Hegemon Realms rarely implicated ordinary people. 

But this fight was a battle of genocide. They naturally did not have any more qualms. 

Previously, Zhuo Bufan they all launched a life and death great battle in order to block the blood race 

Hegemons too. 

Wang Zuo brought a group of Hegemons and rose up into the air. When he saw Ye Yuan, he could not 

resist letting loose a torrent of abuse. He said, “Little Saboteur Ye Yuan, this seat can’t coexist under the 

same sky with you! Today, this seat will tear you to shreds!” 

Ye Yuan smiled lightly and said, “Don’t, Lord Wang Zuo. I’m the Blood Divine Son that you personally 

picked! It isn’t nice for you to do this, right?” 

Wang Zuo almost spewed out a mouthful of old blood and cried out angrily, “Nice your head! Everyone, 

heed my orders. Kill this little villain at all costs!” 

The aggro was drawn to the max. 

In an instant, dozens of Hegemons rushed in like a swarm of hornets, the commotion shocking the 

heavens. 

The corners of Long Jian’s mouth twitched slightly, and he said speechlessly, “Just how abominable is 

this guy? They are completely disregarding casualties!” 

Luan Qinghe’s mouth curled, and she said, “This boy can draw aggro naturally! Have you forgotten how 

many powerhouses this guy provoked in the Eternal River?” 

Long Jian smiled bitterly and said, “Truly, once a scar is healed, the pain is forgotten! I almost forgot 

about this!” 

This boy even summoned Great Beyond powerhouses back then. 

He, this Supreme Hegemon, nearly knelt down to two mighty Great Beyond powerhouses at that time. 

If not for Mi Tian returning, that would not have been resolved. 

Feng Xiaotian sneered and said, “This guy didn’t do anything either. He just ran to the blood race and 

circled one round, became Wang Zuo’s appointed Blood Divine Son, swindled the Chaos Bloodstone’s 

origin of blood, killed off the blood race’s genius juniors, and then completely wiped out hundreds of 

thousands of blood race elites. Now, he brought all of your excellencies and killed our way to the Blood 

God Temple. Wang Zuo naturally wishes to swallow him alive!” 

The group of Hegemons exchanged glances, all looking at Ye Yuan with incredible shock. 

This kid could really cause trouble! 

However, the blood race schemed against all the heavens. Even the dragon race could not escape the 

misfortune too. 

Yet, they suffered losses at the hands of a measly little Emperor Vast Heaven time and again. 

Got to admit, Ye Yuan was the blood race’s jinx. 



Ye Yuan was indifferent and said to Zhuo Bufan with a smile, “Brother Zhuo, among the Hegemon 

Realms present, just solely in terms of offensive power, you’re the well-deserved number one! 

Therefore, I’ll have to count on you!” 

Zhuo Bufan gave Ye Yuan a meaningful glance and said with a nod, “Rest assured, even if I die, I’ll 

complete the mission too!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “There’s still a fight between you and me. You mustn’t die!” 

Everyone was rendered speechless again. You, a freaking Emperor Vast Heaven, talked about fighting 

with a Supreme Hegemon, really not scared of spraining your tongue from talking big! 

But, unexpectedly, Zhuo Bufan just smiled slightly and said, “Okay, I’ll wait for you!” 

Clearly, he acknowledged Ye Yuan’s statement. 

For some reason, the first time he laid eyes on Ye Yuan, he had a feeling of a fated rival. 

Reaching his level of realm, every movement and action was equal to Heavenly Dao. 

This kind of fate, only he himself could feel it deeply too. 

Just like Yang Qing chasing after Ye Yuan desperately, the goal that Ye Yuan had been chasing after all 

along was Zhuo Bufan! 

He already knew that he and Ye Yuan were both from the Rainclear Continent. Furthermore, they were 

both ascenders. 

Some things could not be avoided. 

Finished saying, Zhuo Bufan’s figure gradually faded away, disappearing from the army of Hegemons. 

More than 50 Hegemons rushed in like a swarm of hornets just for the sake of killing Ye Yuan. This kind 

of line-up, even if it was Long Jian they all, they were under considerable pressure too. 

After all, Hegemon Realms were not some ants. 

Even if it was the most ordinary Hegemon Realm, they were also the pinnacle-most existences in this 

world. 

Unlike in other battles, Wang Zuo and the others’ goal was very clear. It was to kill Ye Yuan! 

“Kill!” 

Long Jian shouted fiercely, his figure directly turning into a true dragon. 

Luan Qinghe did not dare to dawdle either, similarly turning into a Qing Luan1. 

Two great true spirit bloodlines released their full combat power at this moment. 

Facing this horrifying battle, Ye Yuan stood proudly in the sky, his expression unchanging. 

Zhao Yue guarded closely beside him, helping him to block the aftershocks of the Hegemon battles. 



He was intentionally standing here to be a target, in order to attract Wang Zuo’s attention, creating an 

opening for Zhuo Bufan! 

This was the battle strategy that Ye Yuan planned before coming here. 

Zhuo Bufan only had one mission, which was to finish off the Chaos Bloodstone! 

The blood race Hegemons all seemed to have gone crazy. They attacked the ranks frenziedly. Even if 

they were facing Supreme Hegemons, they were fearless too. 

In a blink, the blood race had more than ten Hegemons that were blown apart. But they revived again 

right away and continued attacking. 

Wang Zuo and Bloodsky two people took the lead and erupted with all their strength. 

They had already entered a frenzied state, just for the sake of killing Ye Yuan! 

Finally, under the frenzied assault of more than 50 Hegemons, the ranks on Ye Yuan’s side had a gap 

that was opened up. 

Wang Zuo’s two eyes lit up, and he laughed wildly as he said, “Ye Yuan, this time, I see if you still don’t 

die!” 

“Damn it!” Long Jian secretly cursed and rushed over without heed for anything. 

A streak of bloody light tore across the sky, flying straight for Ye Yuan! 

Chapter 3027: Divine Ability, Eight Spatial Celestial Pole Escape! 

“Roar!” 

Zhao Yue turned into a streak of lightning and met with this bloody light. 

This was his instinct. In order to protect Ye Yuan, he would spare no effort. 

Zhao Yue’s combat strength approached Supreme Hegemon, but he was not when all was said and 

done. 

It was only to hear a loud bang. Zhao Yue was directly blasted flying. 

However, Wang Zuo’s target from the very beginning was not Ye Yuan but Zhao Yue. 

How great was the power of a Supreme Hegemon’s all-out blow? 

The terrifying aftershock rippled out, sweeping over toward Ye Yuan rapidly. 

Very soon, it completely engulfed him! 

“Ye Yuan!” 

“Ye Yuan!” 

… … 

The eyes of Long Jian and the others turned blood-red. 



They all did not expect that the blood race’s hatred toward Ye Yuan was so great. 

In order to kill Ye Yuan, seven Hegemons died in this wave! 

This was exchanging multiple lives for a single life! 

Seven great Hegemons, what kind of terrifying force was this? It was used to exchange for the life of an 

Emperor Vast Heaven just like that! 

It could be seen how crazed this bunch of guys were. 

Long Jian and the rest were caught off-guard. 

“Hahaha … This hateful punk is finally dead! Finally dead!” Wang Zuo said with a wild laugh. 

With Ye Yuan dead, he was really happy until he was flying. 

If not for this brat, how could exterminating Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven have been so 

troublesome? 

Right at this time, a figure crawled out of the void. 

Who was it if not Ye Yuan? 

It was just that the current Ye Yuan seemed like he was hauled out of a pool of blood, looking very scary. 

He made use of spatial rule and saved his own life with incomparable peril but was extremely heavily 

wounded. 

Ye Yuan beckoned his finger at Wang Zuo, revealing a row of pearly white teeth, and said with a smile, 

“Lord Wang Zuo is very happy huh? Having fought so many times with you, only this time your action is 

passable. But unfortunately, it was off by just a little bit. Come, again!” 

The smile on Wang Zuo’s gaze suddenly ceased. 

Such a strong aftershock, it was sufficient to even kill Emperor Sakra Heavens. This kid actually did not 

die! 

“It’s spatial rule. He comprehended a divine ability!” Bloodsky said. 

He was a spatial origin Hegemon. He was the most sensitive to space. 

When Ye Yuan crawled out, he clearly felt the undulation of a divine ability, and he could not help 

feeling shocked in his heart. 

Divine ability was exclusive to at least origin powerhouses. 

But Ye Yuan was just Emperor Vast Heaven, and he actually comprehended a divine ability! 

Wang Zuo’s pupils constricted, and he said in astonishment, “D-Divine ability?” 

Even Long Jian also said in shock, “T-This boy!” 

Hegemon Imperishable said, “This kid has a myriad origin seeds in his body, plus his comprehension in 

the path of space is extremely deep. Comprehending a divine ability isn’t strange either.” 



Cloudneon gave Imperishable a glance and said, “Lord Imperishable, you’re being an armchair 

quarterback.” 

Imperishable shot her a glare and said, “Nobody will treat you as a mute if you don’t speak!” 

Fusing four great true spirit bloodlines, comprehending saint force, and also comprehending chaos 

divine essence, he seemed to have taken the expressway when it came to comprehending rules. 

Just before returning to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, he comprehended a divine ability, Eight 

Spatial Celestial Pole Escape! 

It was also by relying on precisely this move that he escaped alive from under Wang Zuo’s hands. 

“Roar!” 

With an angry roar, Zhao Yue returned to Ye Yuan’s side again. 

Forcibly resisting a blow from Wang Zuo, he was covered all over in blood too. 

However, he did not have the slightest intention of backing down. 

Long Jian and the others also took this opportunity to close off the ranks again, not giving Wang Zuo the 

slightest chance. 

Right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

One ray of bloody light after another, shot out of the void, illuminating the entire sky like a blood-

colored setting sun. 

A powerful aura instantly covered the entire Blood God Temple. 

The entire Blood God Temple space actually started to crumble. 

It was because this region of space was unable to withstand the power of the Chaos Bloodstone coming 

into being. 

It could be seen how strong this power was! 

Wang Zuo, Bloodsky, and the rest of the blood race Hegemons, all revealed wildly ecstatic looks. 

“Hahaha … Ye Yuan brat, you brought so many experts. In the end, it’s futile too! The mother stone is 

about to come into being right away! At that time, all of you will have to die! All will have to die!” The 

look in Wang Zuo’s eyes was full of fervent heat. 

Even if he had reached Supreme Hegemon, his subservience to the mother stone would not change in 

the least bit too. 

Bloodsky said agitatedly, “How many years has it been? This moment has finally arrived! The mother 

stone coming into being, the moment where my blood race will unify all the heavens and myriad worlds, 

has come!” 

“Welcoming the mother stone’s birth!” 

“Welcoming the mother stone’s birth!” 



“Welcoming the mother stone’s birth!” 

… … 

At this moment, the blood race Hegemons actually ignored the experts around them, bowing down with 

devoutness one after another. 

When Long Jian and the others saw this surge of formidable power, each and every one of their 

expressions changed greatly. 

This kind of feeling was like the crumbling on doomsday. 

They could not resist looking toward Ye Yuan one by one. 

“So strong! This pressure is absolutely not beneath Progenitor Mi Tian! Ye Yuan, can it really work?” 

Long Jian said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I don’t know either!” 

The faces of the group of Hegemons fell, wishing to smack this kid to death with a slap. 

This reply was wholly irresponsible! 

You freaking hoodwinked so many powerhouses over. In the end, it was coming to court death? 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “The few of you, stop deceiving yourself as well as others! With the Chaos 

Bloodstone coming into being, do you all think that you can stand aloof from the affair? He has 33 

clones, all in the Great Beyond Realm! The higher plane clones have long already been born, with their 

strength being unfathomable! After the 33 clones combine bodies, you all can imagine how strong he’ll 

be! Maybe, he’ll push open the Door of Eternal Life in one go!” 

All the Hegemons stopped talking. 

This species war that swept across all the heavens was even more brutal than the Labyrinth Divine 

Palace’s war back then. 

Just as Ye Yuan said, none of them could stay detached from the matter. 

This was saving Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven and also their own self-redemption. 

“I don’t know about the other planes, but this Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven clone might be our 

only chance! As long as we seriously injure him, the Chaos Bloodstone won’t be able to achieve grand 

completion, and it probably won’t be that easy for him to push open the Door of Eternal Life anymore!” 

Ye Yuan continued. 

“Haha … Shamelessly boasting little villain! A mere Emperor Vast Heaven wants to deal with the mother 

stone too! Ye Yuan, don’t you forget. You swindled the mother stone’s origin and even plotted against 

him. He remembers these scores! After he is born, it will be your death date! Up in the heavens and 

down below ground, no one can save you!” Wang Zuo said with a wild laugh. 

No one paid attention to him. 

Long Jian said in a solemn voice, “Kid, how much confidence do you have?” 



Ye Yuan thought about it and said, “10%.” 

The faces of Long Jian and the others instantly turned black again. 

“Just 10%, this is also too low, right?” Long Jian said crossly. 

“Who do you think this guy is? This guy is an existence that’s going to sweep across all the heavens! I’m 

just a puny little Emperor Vast Heaven, it’s already very impressive to be able to have 10% confidence, 

alright? If you’re capable, how much confidence do you have?” Ye Yuan similarly said crossly. 

Long Jian was choked badly by Ye Yuan. 

Got to say, he really had no solution at all. 

Such a terrifying pressure, he could not get close at all. 

Although a Great Beyond powerhouse was a Hegemon too, they were existences on another level. 

That was a realm of nothingness that could not be described. 

But without a doubt, each Great Beyond powerhouse was terrifyingly strong. 

In the void, Zhuo Bufan looked at the blood-colored heart in the distance and was silent. 

Suddenly, he sat down cross-legged, his body emitting a shocking sword intent. 

Chapter 3027: Divine Ability, Eight Spatial Celestial Pole Escape! 

“Roar!” 

Zhao Yue turned into a streak of lightning and met with this bloody light. 

This was his instinct. In order to protect Ye Yuan, he would spare no effort. 

Zhao Yue’s combat strength approached Supreme Hegemon, but he was not when all was said and 

done. 

It was only to hear a loud bang. Zhao Yue was directly blasted flying. 

However, Wang Zuo’s target from the very beginning was not Ye Yuan but Zhao Yue. 

How great was the power of a Supreme Hegemon’s all-out blow? 

The terrifying aftershock rippled out, sweeping over toward Ye Yuan rapidly. 

Very soon, it completely engulfed him! 

“Ye Yuan!” 

“Ye Yuan!” 

… … 

The eyes of Long Jian and the others turned blood-red. 

They all did not expect that the blood race’s hatred toward Ye Yuan was so great. 



In order to kill Ye Yuan, seven Hegemons died in this wave! 

This was exchanging multiple lives for a single life! 

Seven great Hegemons, what kind of terrifying force was this? It was used to exchange for the life of an 

Emperor Vast Heaven just like that! 

It could be seen how crazed this bunch of guys were. 

Long Jian and the rest were caught off-guard. 

“Hahaha … This hateful punk is finally dead! Finally dead!” Wang Zuo said with a wild laugh. 

With Ye Yuan dead, he was really happy until he was flying. 

If not for this brat, how could exterminating Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven have been so 

troublesome? 

Right at this time, a figure crawled out of the void. 

Who was it if not Ye Yuan? 

It was just that the current Ye Yuan seemed like he was hauled out of a pool of blood, looking very scary. 

He made use of spatial rule and saved his own life with incomparable peril but was extremely heavily 

wounded. 

Ye Yuan beckoned his finger at Wang Zuo, revealing a row of pearly white teeth, and said with a smile, 

“Lord Wang Zuo is very happy huh? Having fought so many times with you, only this time your action is 

passable. But unfortunately, it was off by just a little bit. Come, again!” 

The smile on Wang Zuo’s gaze suddenly ceased. 

Such a strong aftershock, it was sufficient to even kill Emperor Sakra Heavens. This kid actually did not 

die! 

“It’s spatial rule. He comprehended a divine ability!” Bloodsky said. 

He was a spatial origin Hegemon. He was the most sensitive to space. 

When Ye Yuan crawled out, he clearly felt the undulation of a divine ability, and he could not help 

feeling shocked in his heart. 

Divine ability was exclusive to at least origin powerhouses. 

But Ye Yuan was just Emperor Vast Heaven, and he actually comprehended a divine ability! 

Wang Zuo’s pupils constricted, and he said in astonishment, “D-Divine ability?” 

Even Long Jian also said in shock, “T-This boy!” 

Hegemon Imperishable said, “This kid has a myriad origin seeds in his body, plus his comprehension in 

the path of space is extremely deep. Comprehending a divine ability isn’t strange either.” 



Cloudneon gave Imperishable a glance and said, “Lord Imperishable, you’re being an armchair 

quarterback.” 

Imperishable shot her a glare and said, “Nobody will treat you as a mute if you don’t speak!” 

Fusing four great true spirit bloodlines, comprehending saint force, and also comprehending chaos 

divine essence, he seemed to have taken the expressway when it came to comprehending rules. 

Just before returning to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, he comprehended a divine ability, Eight 

Spatial Celestial Pole Escape! 

It was also by relying on precisely this move that he escaped alive from under Wang Zuo’s hands. 

“Roar!” 

With an angry roar, Zhao Yue returned to Ye Yuan’s side again. 

Forcibly resisting a blow from Wang Zuo, he was covered all over in blood too. 

However, he did not have the slightest intention of backing down. 

Long Jian and the others also took this opportunity to close off the ranks again, not giving Wang Zuo the 

slightest chance. 

Right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

One ray of bloody light after another, shot out of the void, illuminating the entire sky like a blood-

colored setting sun. 

A powerful aura instantly covered the entire Blood God Temple. 

The entire Blood God Temple space actually started to crumble. 

It was because this region of space was unable to withstand the power of the Chaos Bloodstone coming 

into being. 

It could be seen how strong this power was! 

Wang Zuo, Bloodsky, and the rest of the blood race Hegemons, all revealed wildly ecstatic looks. 

“Hahaha … Ye Yuan brat, you brought so many experts. In the end, it’s futile too! The mother stone is 

about to come into being right away! At that time, all of you will have to die! All will have to die!” The 

look in Wang Zuo’s eyes was full of fervent heat. 

Even if he had reached Supreme Hegemon, his subservience to the mother stone would not change in 

the least bit too. 

Bloodsky said agitatedly, “How many years has it been? This moment has finally arrived! The mother 

stone coming into being, the moment where my blood race will unify all the heavens and myriad worlds, 

has come!” 

“Welcoming the mother stone’s birth!” 

“Welcoming the mother stone’s birth!” 



“Welcoming the mother stone’s birth!” 

… … 

At this moment, the blood race Hegemons actually ignored the experts around them, bowing down with 

devoutness one after another. 

When Long Jian and the others saw this surge of formidable power, each and every one of their 

expressions changed greatly. 

This kind of feeling was like the crumbling on doomsday. 

They could not resist looking toward Ye Yuan one by one. 

“So strong! This pressure is absolutely not beneath Progenitor Mi Tian! Ye Yuan, can it really work?” 

Long Jian said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I don’t know either!” 

The faces of the group of Hegemons fell, wishing to smack this kid to death with a slap. 

This reply was wholly irresponsible! 

You freaking hoodwinked so many powerhouses over. In the end, it was coming to court death? 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “The few of you, stop deceiving yourself as well as others! With the Chaos 

Bloodstone coming into being, do you all think that you can stand aloof from the affair? He has 33 

clones, all in the Great Beyond Realm! The higher plane clones have long already been born, with their 

strength being unfathomable! After the 33 clones combine bodies, you all can imagine how strong he’ll 

be! Maybe, he’ll push open the Door of Eternal Life in one go!” 

All the Hegemons stopped talking. 

This species war that swept across all the heavens was even more brutal than the Labyrinth Divine 

Palace’s war back then. 

Just as Ye Yuan said, none of them could stay detached from the matter. 

This was saving Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven and also their own self-redemption. 

“I don’t know about the other planes, but this Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven clone might be our 

only chance! As long as we seriously injure him, the Chaos Bloodstone won’t be able to achieve grand 

completion, and it probably won’t be that easy for him to push open the Door of Eternal Life anymore!” 

Ye Yuan continued. 

“Haha … Shamelessly boasting little villain! A mere Emperor Vast Heaven wants to deal with the mother 

stone too! Ye Yuan, don’t you forget. You swindled the mother stone’s origin and even plotted against 

him. He remembers these scores! After he is born, it will be your death date! Up in the heavens and 

down below ground, no one can save you!” Wang Zuo said with a wild laugh. 

No one paid attention to him. 

Long Jian said in a solemn voice, “Kid, how much confidence do you have?” 



Ye Yuan thought about it and said, “10%.” 

The faces of Long Jian and the others instantly turned black again. 

“Just 10%, this is also too low, right?” Long Jian said crossly. 

“Who do you think this guy is? This guy is an existence that’s going to sweep across all the heavens! I’m 

just a puny little Emperor Vast Heaven, it’s already very impressive to be able to have 10% confidence, 

alright? If you’re capable, how much confidence do you have?” Ye Yuan similarly said crossly. 

Long Jian was choked badly by Ye Yuan. 

Got to say, he really had no solution at all. 

Such a terrifying pressure, he could not get close at all. 

Although a Great Beyond powerhouse was a Hegemon too, they were existences on another level. 

That was a realm of nothingness that could not be described. 

But without a doubt, each Great Beyond powerhouse was terrifyingly strong. 

In the void, Zhuo Bufan looked at the blood-colored heart in the distance and was silent. 

Suddenly, he sat down cross-legged, his body emitting a shocking sword intent. 

Chapter 3029: Return of the Hero! 

“Master, I didn’t expect that it’s actually Little Junior Brother who saved us in the end!” Zhou Pinespring 

said with a bitter smile. 

“Haha, when have I, your master, made a mistake when judging people? Rather, it’s some people who 

kept saying Ye Yuan got controlled by the enemy. In the end? This slap is resounding! Back then, if not 

for Your Father’s persistence, this bunch of grandsons would all have to die today! Don’t you agree, Old 

Fogey Blacksun?” Cloudmount was pleased with himself as he said. 

Blacksun was speechless. 

“In my view, this bunch of grandsons was jealous that I took in a fine disciple! Luckily, Your Father had 

no qualms in falling out back then to protect Ye Yuan. Now, it’s equivalent to protecting Grand 

Brightjade Complete Heaven! In the end, the greatest meritorious official is Your Father! Hahaha …” 

Blacksun could not retort those words. 

These few days, he had already been beaten down by Cloudmount in waves. 

Those who got beaten down together with him were also those Hegemon Realms who were carried 

back. 

There was no way to live otherwise! 

Even so, these people themselves also could not help but sigh. The one who saved Grand Brightjade 

Complete Heaven, in the end, was not Divine Lord, not Zhuo Bufan, but it was Ye Yuan, this measly little 

Emperor Vast Heaven! 



Right at the start, they were knocked down by Cloudmount limitlessly. 

After posturing for half a day without anyone acknowledging, Cloudmount also felt rather bored and 

could not help but ask, “Old Fogey Blacksun, do you think whether or not Ye Yuan they all can succeed?” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s hearts became fidgety again. 

After being silent for a long time, Blacksun said, “Back then, we’ve fought with the Chaos Bloodstone 

before. What do you think?” 

Cloudmount said somewhat irritatedly, “Your Father is asking you!” 

Blacksun shook his head and said, “Most likely … difficult! How strong a Great Beyond powerhouse is, 

you and I both know!” 

Cloudmount’s face was somewhat black, and he said in a solemn voice, “Aren’t you implying that my 

youngest disciple went to court death?” 

Blacksun gave him a look and said, “Whether or not it’s courting death, aren’t you clear in your heart? 

But you still let him go, no?” 

Cloudmount shot him a fierce glare. He knew the answer a long time ago. It was just that he was not 

willing to go and think. That was all. 

Ye Yuan said that he had some means, but no matter what means he had, he was also just Emperor Vast 

Heaven! 

He could rampage in all directions because he brought back these Supreme Hegemons and not his own 

strength. 

Could a measly little Emperor Vast Heaven deal with a Great Beyond powerhouse? 

Cloudmount did not believe it. Blacksun they all did not believe it either. 

The current Cloudmount had a head full of gray hair, his two eyes deeply sunken, and his severed limb 

was unable to regrow too. It was not much different from a mortal old man. 

Hegemon Cloudmount, who had once commanded the heavens, no longer had the image of spirit of a 

Hegemon Realm. 

The samsara that he had already transcended seemed to have been back on his body again. 

Swoosh! 

Suddenly, a figure appeared. It was Li Clearcloud. 

“Master, there’s news from over there!” Li Clearcloud’s face was full of abjectness. 

Cloudmount had a foreboding premonition, his heart thumping, nearly fainting away. 

Blacksun and the rest also sighed in their hearts. 

Thinking to themselves, it was indeed like this! 



“How is your little junior brother?” Cloudmount asked tremblingly. 

“Little Junior Brother he …” Li Clearcloud could not quite continue when he spoke up to here. 

Cloudmount’s gaze turned dark, and he shouted coldly, “How on earth is he doing?” 

Suddenly, Li Clearcloud’s expression changed greatly, revealing a wildly elated expression as he said 

agitatedly, “Little Junior Brother crushed the blood race, inflicting heavy wounds onto the Chaos 

Bloodstone. Wang Zuo and Bloodsky have virtually died. The blood race’s Hegemons are almost 

completely wiped out! Heaven One is greatly victorious! Hahaha …” 

Everyone present did not wrap their minds around it. 

This sudden turn of events was seriously too sudden. 

“W-What did you say?” Cloudmount could not resist asking again. 

“I said, Heaven One is victorious! Unprecedentedly victorious! The blood race has fled. We’ve restored 

glory to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven! Master, we won!” Li Clearcloud said agitatedly. 

“Scoundrel! Pingspring, kill this guy for me! If he dares to fight back, Your Father will expel him!” 

Suddenly, Cloudmount exploded in anger. 

“Alright!” Zhou Pinespring rubbed his fights and wiped his palms, and pummeled brutally. 

15 minutes later, Li Clearcloud’s face swelled up like a pig’s head. 

Uh, he also had a deep-seated hatred toward Eldest Senior Brother’s behavior. 

Cloudmount looked at him and said with a sneer, “You think that because Master’s life force is depleted, 

you can deceive and betray your master? If Master’s strength is still present, I’ll definitely make you lie 

down for ten thousand years!” 

He was really furious! 

This scoundrelly brat actually dared to trick him! 

Just now, he almost fainted! 

Li Clearcloud said crossly, “Right, I’m taking revenge on you! Who asked you to send me alone out at 

that time? Humph! Is it only you, Hegemon Cloudmount, who’s very noble?” 

Cloudmount choked when he heard that. It turned out that he was waiting for this moment. 

In the previous battle, Cloudmount foolhardily sent the dying Li Clearcloud out at the risk of heavy 

injuries. 

In the end, this guy held a grudge until now. 

“Bastard! This seat saved you. Did I save wrongly?” 

“Yes!” 

“You *sshole!” 



… … 

The group of Hegemons was speechless, but they felt touched in their hearts. 

Cloudmount’s current one sect three Hegemons fell over each other in their eagerness to die. This really 

made people admire their actions! 

Counting the other two great Hegemons from the Extreme Medicine Sect who died, the Extreme 

Medicine Sect with their five Hegemons were almost completely wiped out! 

This Hegemon level sect really fought until the last man! 

Actually, a long time ago, after the blood race crisis erupted, Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven did not 

have just those 60 Hegemons. There were many Hegemons who clung to life and feared death, directly 

fleeing. 

Those who remained were all heroes! 

But, among the Extreme Medicine Sect one sect five Hegemons, none of them ran away! 

However, this news was really too unexpected! 

“Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven is restored to glory?” 

“F*ck me! That’s a Great Beyond powerhouse. How on earth did Ye Yuan that little bastard do it?” 

“A noble exploit without equal! This is a noble exploit without equal! Old Fogey Cloudmount, you’re 

remarkable! You took in a remarkable disciple!” 

… … 

The group of ‘disabled’ Hegemons was incomparably excited. 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven virtually collapsed at their hands. 

But Ye Yuan’s return overcame the raging tides, and he actually virtually annihilated the blood race! 

Even the Great Beyond powerhouse, the Chaos Bloodstone, actually succumbed at his hands too! 

He achieved a noble exploit without equal that even dozens of Hegemons could not accomplish! 

At this time, there was only admiration left in their hearts. 

… … 

Several days later, Ye Yuan and a group of Hegemons returned, all of them carrying injuries. 

Even the incredibly powerful Long Jian sustained severe injuries too! 

In the final battle, Long Jian and Zhuo Bufan joined hands to deal with the Chaos Bloodstone, unleashing 

his ultimate innate divine ability, causing mutual destruction with the Chaos Bloodstone! 

Chaos Bloodstone was seriously injured once more! 



It was also precisely because of this that the Chaos Bloodstone came into being, bringing the remnant 

defeated forces and running away. 

In this battle, Long Jian made great contributions! 

Luan Qinghe, Imperishable, and the others, also sustained varying degrees of injuries. 

The most miserable was Ye Yuan. That attack from Wang Zuo was completely unexpected. 

Although Ye Yuan avoided a calamity by a fluke, he was actually seriously injured. 

Right now, he was carried back by Zhao Yue. 

But, no matter what, this war was fought extremely beautifully. 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven had a great reversal during its moment of desperation, recovering 

its full glory! 

Without a Hegemon Realm to hold down the fort, the remaining blood kins were already of no concern. 

Chapter 3030: Heavenly Saint Ye! 

“Ye Yuan is mighty!” 

“Ye Yuan is mighty!” 

“Ye Yuan is mighty!” 

… … 

The sound wave shook the sky, West Sun City boiled over with excitement. 

In these 100 hundred, they despaired more and more with each day. 

All the way until today, Ye Yuan killed back domineeringly, overturning the raging tides! 

In the hearts of the Heaven One powerhouses, Ye Yuan was already the incarnation of a god, an 

invincible existence! 

In fact, it already surpassed Zhuo Bufan! 

“Hur hur, we all risked our lives and fought to the death. In the end, all the fame went to this kid. Who 

will we, a group of Hegemon Realms, find to reason things out with?” Long Jian could not resist laughing 

as he said. 

“Isn’t that so? This seat’s Imperishable Soul Physique was almost scattered by that Bloodsky! In the end, 

there wasn’t even a single thank you,” Hegemon Imperishable was also sour as he said. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said rather weakly, “The few of your contributions, this Ye bears it in mind.” 

Long Jian smiled coldly and said, “Do you think that this seat is someone who hankers after fame and 

glory? This seat is finding it unjust for Younger Brother Bufan! To talk about contribution, who in Grand 

Brightjade Complete Heaven can beat him? In the end, the moment you punk came back, you snatched 

away all of his contributions!” 



Ye Yuan’s face turned black. This old man was intentionally making things difficult for him! 

This sowing of discord had no good intentions behind it. 

However, Zhuo Bufan did not care and said with a smile, “When a swordsman does things, it’s based on 

their own conscience! As for contributions, Bufan has never thought about it before. When it comes to 

contributions, Bufan might really not be able to match up to Brother Ye. He walked out of Rainclear 

Continent and rendered amazing merit starting from Saint Sovereign Heaven. Without him, Grand 

Brightjade Complete Heaven would have long turned to ashes, and Bufan probably wouldn’t have had 

the chance to corroborate my Dao.” 

Long Jian was speechless. This sowing of discord was considered to have failed. 

He sighed emotionally and said, “Although Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven is a low-level plane, it 

produced many outstanding figures. How admirable!” 

The Hegemons who came to help nodded their heads one after another. 

Cloudmount’s and Blacksun’s self-sacrifice, Zhuo Bufan’s willingness to die rather than yield, many 

Hegemons fighting until their last breath, all these events moved them. 

This was really very hard to see in other planes. 

Reaching Hegemon Realm, transcending samsara, one could live for countless years. Who had no 

qualms about dying? 

As long as they were willing, they could have abandoned Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven and left. 

Nobody would have been able to do anything about them. 

But no one retreated! 

Were they fighting for themselves? 

No! 

These Hegemons were fighting for trillions of lives! 

“Hahaha … I knew that you, this kid, won’t let your master down! Beautifully done, kid!” Cloudmount 

laughed loudly and came up to greet. 

He was carried by Zhou Pinespring. Cloudmount himself was no longer able to fly. 

Cloudmount’s right arm was already gone. His entire person overflowed with an old aura, like a 

flickering candle in the wind. 

But at this time, Cloudmount was full of high spirits and vigorous, not caring in the slightest. 

He was proud of this disciple! 

“Master, thankfully, I didn’t fail the mission!” Ye Yuan felt upset but still said solemnly. 

This old man was worthy of respect! 

Even Long Jian and the rest also bowed down to Cloudmount. 



Cloudmount hurriedly returned the courtesy and said, “The few of you mustn’t do this. This old man is 

merely a Peak Hegemon. I have to salute when I meet everyone! You all are killing this old man like 

this!” 

Long Jian said solemnly, “Brother Cloudmount is deserving of this bow!” 

Feeling the sincerity of Long Jian and the rest, Cloudmount stopped putting up a pretense of dignity and 

said with a smile, “Cloudmount thanks everyone for lending a helping hand on behalf of my ignoble 

disciple! I, this old fellow, am already crippled, but I still have several disciples under me. Although they 

are incompetent, they can still help everyone out. If everyone needs help, feel free to speak up.” 

Long Jian nodded and said, “Then, I’ll have to thank Brother Cloudmount very much!” 

After a bout of small talk, the powerhouses went to treat their injuries. 

The news of Heaven One’s great victory was also in the midst of continuous fermentation. 

The entire Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven had completely sunk into the sea of wild ecstasy. 

At this moment, countless powerhouses hugged each other and cried without any care for their face. 

The deeds of Ye Yuan bringing all the powerhouses back and crushing the blood race were turned into 

all kinds of versions, reaching every corner of the world. 

Although the likes of Zhuo Bufan and Cloudmount were similarly capable of evoking praises and tears, 

the person who determined the victory was Ye Yuan! 

“I heard that back then, the Heaven One Hegemons and blood race Hegemons had a great battle. 

Hegemon Bufan nearly died. Ye Yuan descended from the sky with celestial soldiers, even killing a blood 

race Hegemon with one punch! Then he brought ten great Supreme Hegemons and swept away the 

blood race!” 

“Your boasting has no limit, right? Isn’t Ye Yuan Emperor Vast Heaven? How did he kill a Hegemon 

Realm with one punch?” 

“Hur hur, what the hell do you know! Ye Yuan this person can’t be gauged with common sense! Have 

you seen before any Emperor Vast Heaven that could bring ten Hegemon Realms back? Have you seen 

before a Saint Sovereign Heaven who could defeat Hegemon Realm Bloodsky? Have you seen before …” 

“Uh, now that you say so, it really makes sense! Indeed, it’s impossible for this sort of thing to happen to 

others. But it’s really possible when it comes to Ye Yuan!” 

“No way. I’m going to join the Extreme Medicine Sect! In this life, I’ll only follow Heavenly Saint Ye’s 

footsteps!” 

“Come, come, come! Go together!” 

… … 

There was a saint after a great calamity! 

A saint that came down from heaven! 



Ye Yuan obtained the title of ‘heavenly saint’ no idea since when. 

The entire Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven fell into fanatic worship of Ye Yuan. 

The current Ye Yuan had already been deified. 

The miracle battles in the past had all been dug out by his worshipers. 

Although he was only Emperor Vast Heaven Realm, in the eyes of those fanatic worshipers, he was 

invincible! 

No matter how strong your opponent was, I could blow him up with just one punch! 

Hence, the name Heavenly Saint Ye’ gradually spread in the Heaven One Alliance. 

This limelight completely overshadowed Zhuo Bufan. 

Of course, Zhuo Bufan, Cloudmount, and the rest had their own supporters. 

But compared to Ye Yuan, that was far lacking. 

At the same time, Heaven One’s counterattack was also actively being carried out. 

Feng Xiaotian and the rest of the completely unscathed Hegemons led the Heaven One army and swept 

away the blood race’s remnant defeated troops. 

Those who did not have Hegemon Realms could not stand up to a single blow in front of Hegemon 

Realm powerhouses at all. 

A month later, the injuries of all the powerhouses were somewhat in remission, and they gathered 

together. 

When Long Jian saw Ye Yuan, he bowed respectfully and said, “Paying respect to Heavenly Saint Ye!” 

Hegemon Imperishable also bowed and said, “Paying respect to Heavenly Saint Ye! Heavenly Saint Ye is 

invincible!” 

Feng Qingxuan also gave a deep bow and said, “Heavenly Saint Ye will live for generations to come and 

unify Heaven One!” 

By the side, everyone from Heaven One tried their best to hold back their laughter. 

Ye Yuan’s face became black as the bottom of a pot, and he said in a solemn voice, “There’s no fun if you 

all are like this!” 

Long Jian said in surprise, “How can it not be fun? Heavenly Saint Ye’s punch is invincible. Although we 

are Supreme Hegemons, we have to be careful too!” 

Ye Yuan’s teeth creaked from grinding, and he said with a cold smile, “When I step into Hegemon, I’ll 

definitely blow you up with one punch! 

Long Jian smiled and said, “Don’t! You can blow me up with one punch right now. You don’t need to 

step into the Hegemon Realm at all!” 



Ye Yuan waved his hand and said crossly, “Alright, alright, are you guys done yet! Now isn’t the time to 

make jokes! One reversal can’t turn the battle situation of all the heavens around! The most important 

thing now is to find Hegemon Samsara! I asked Hegemon Mi Tian that if there’s anyone in this world 

that’s his match, then there’s only Hegemon Samsara!” 

 


